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IRO Timber is an exclusive range of
cladding and decking products that can
be used in multiple, imaginative ways to
transform both indoor and outdoor spaces.
IRO - which is Japanese for ‘colour’ - is inspired by yakisugi, the Japenese method of charring timber.
We’re combining one of the oldest, most versatile building materials with progressive design techniques to
redefine how natural timber can be used in modern spaces, putting you in control.
As people turn to colour to elicit different moods and to energise their buildings, IRO’s collection of colours
evokes emotion and excitement, embracing creativity over dull tones and faded palettes.
The continued desire for natural, sustainable elements, combined with the increasing appetite for vibrant
colour, makes IRO ideal for a variety of public and private environments, both indoor and outdoor.
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as seen on:

external cladding and decking - driftwood and mountain
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internal cladding - natural
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IRO internal cladding adds
excitement and a dash of
personality to an array of
indoor living spaces.
Whether it’s for a new kitchen splashback, a bold feature wall
in your bedroom or a new mantle in the lounge, IRO is
a contemporary way to brighten up internal environments.
The decorative cladding range contains no hazardous substances
and is available in a suite of 15 exclusive colours, from driftwood
white to poppy red.
This means that as well as being a great coloured cladding
product for residential settings, it’s ideal for shopfitting,
cafés, restaurants and offices too.
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A vibrant new look for
Torquay’s One World Café
Torquay-based One World Café, which
recently opened its doors following a sixmonth transformation, unveiled a vibrant
new look thanks to IRO Timber.

The charcoal cladding for their seating area
and lagoon cladding behind the bar created
a calm oasis for staff and visitors to the
Café. And to minimise wastage, remaining
pieces of timber were used to create table
centre pieces and to house floral displays.

Having first seen IRO Timber products at
Jewson Live in December 2018, the One
World Café team felt inspired to explore
the varied and vibrant colour range.

Alex Souloud, owner at One World Café,
said: “It was the wide variation and vibrancy
of the colours which first attracted us to
the IRO product. We wanted to honour
the history of the Café, so being able to
see the finished product and the array of
colours available was a big selling point for
us enabling us to visualise exactly what we
wanted to achieve with the décor.”

In a bid to honour the Café’s rich history,
the array of colours and tactile textures
brought to life their vision of a welcoming,
engaging interior.
Transforming the Café using a mix of
five colours - charcoal, driftwood, sunflower,
sunset and lagoon - the team created a
large, stylish feature wall with real impact
as customers walk in.

The perfect alternative to traditional oak
or cedar products, IRO really gave the Café
an opportunity to explore their creative side.
High quality and versatile, IRO Timber is
a great choice to transform any interior.
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charcoal

driftwood

lagoon

sunflower
sunset
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external cladding - mountain
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IRO external cladding is
designed to enhance all
building exteriors.
Its charred finish means the product can add a modern twist or
a traditional feel to outdoor spaces depending on the way it’s used.
IRO’s water repellent, self-cleaning surface ensures that any
dirt and dust is simply washed away. Because it’s coated in wood
cream, it is also guaranteed a long-lasting, UV stable finish, as
opposed to alternatives on the market.
Inspired by Yakisugi, the age-old method of enhancing timber
with heat, IRO external cladding is available in a wide and
exclusive palette meaning that this coloured cladding always
lends itself to the latest trends.
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IRO Timber takes centre stage at
launch of new flooring showroom
One of the UK’s largest suppliers of wood
flooring, V4 Flooring, recently launched a
brand-new showroom with IRO Timber
taking centre stage.

Chris Vincent, managing director at V4
Flooring, said: “We aim to inspire and
motivate everybody who walks into our
showroom and we believed IRO was the
ideal fit for our vision.

The showroom expansion represents a
period of sustained business growth and
welcomes a new era showcasing IRO
Timber products and their high quality yet
low maintenance appeal.

“With its simplistic, quirky design and low
maintenance properties it was an easy
choice for us and we are proud of all the
feedback we have received. We were also
impressed with the variation in colours and
the consistency of quality in both indoor
and outdoor environments.”

As an extremely versatile product, this
interactive display space allows the
demonstration of how our cladding can
complement every environment.

IRO provides the perfect opportunity to
give an organic look to the facade of the
building or bring imaginative appeal to
internal spaces.

The striking grain appearance that IRO
provides ensures stand out from the crowd
- real impact, built to last.

In comparison to traditional cladding
products, which are likely to begin
losing colour within the first year, IRO is
guaranteed to last and is easy to look after.

IRO provided the ideal fit for V4’s vision - its
quality, quirky and simplistic design were key
factors in why V4 chose to use the products
in their new creative space.
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chestnut

natural
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decking - mountain
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IRO decking is created
by combining the ancient
Japanese process of
Yakisugi with the latest
timber technology.
The result of an intricate seven-step manufacturing process is
a beautiful and uniquely coloured decking timber, that will add
charm and character to a range of outdoor spaces.
In addition to being a low-maintenance but long-lasting alternative
to traditional decking, IRO architectural timber is UV stable and
100% HVOC-free, meaning the product is both child-friendly
and pet-friendly.
As well as boasting a palette of vibrant colours for bold aesthetics,
IRO is also easy to install and can be fitted in the same way as a
standard timber deck.
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IRO helps to promote wellness in
nature at RHS Chelsea Flower Show
The RHS Chelsea Flower Show
2019 presented the ideal platform to
demonstrate IRO Timber, whilst promoting
wellness in nature, via a collaborative
installation called LAND.

An inspiring combination of timber
products, the LAND installation included
fence posts, construction timbers and new
IRO Timber decking. The collaborative
piece paid homage to the ancient Japanese
process of wood preservation, Yakisugi.

A joint venture by Leeds-based textile
designer, Laura Slater, and founder of
The Plant Room Zosia Berkieta-Lewis;
LAND was an immersive installation
and creative space that engaged visitors
with the importance of nature in creativity
and wellbeing.

Another major collaborator was Yorkshirebased Katie Rushworth, presenter on
ITV’s ‘Love Your Garden’ alongside Alan
Titchmarsh. Katie worked closely
with the team on the IRO range and
made the original recommendation to
Laura and Zosia after identifying the
functional and aesthetic fit of IRO Timber
in the LAND concept.

The installation consisted of a covered
structure which housed textile and botanical
collections, taking inspiration from Japanese
architectural simplicity and modernist
buildings found in Palm Springs, California.

With clean lines and a textured finish,
IRO Timber added an interactive dimension
to the installation, which has now been
rebuilt and rehoused at Tong Garden
Centre, in Bradford, as a wellness space for
visitors to enjoy.

Zosia Berkieta-Lewis, founder of The Plant
Room said: “With the help of IRO Timber
we were able to create a tranquil haven at
the heart of RHS Chelsea Flower Show for
visitors to escape to. We were delighted with
the result.”
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charcoal
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the IRO palette

charcoal

chestnut

claret

dolphin

dragon fruit

driftwood

forest

lagoon

mountain

natural

piglet

poppy

sunflower

sunset

woodland

If IRO’s colour begins to fade after 3-5 years, simply apply
the matching touch-up cream, which can be purchased from
one of our distributors. Please visit www.irotimber.co.uk for full
maintenace information.
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product information
internal cladding

external cladding

external decking

species

imported redwood

homegrown larch

imported redwood

profile

square edge

square edge

eased edge

nominal size (mm)

25 x 150

25 x 150

32 x 150

finished size (mm)

21 x 145

22 x 145

28 x 145

lengths available (mm)

4800

3600

4800

pack size

160

160

112

kiln dried

yes

yes

yes

charred

yes

yes

yes

brushed

yes

yes

yes

treated

no

brown

brown

FSC® certified

yes

yes

yes
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contact us for more details
hello@irotimber.co.uk | 0800 587 8887 |

visit www.irotimber.co.uk for more information
• explore more case studies

• find your nearest distributor

• view technical information

• view the image gallery

• order a free sample box

• request a quote

